
Parallels are back!! It’s been a long time since we’ve heard something from 
the Holly Dodson-fronted Toronto group, but this huge new single makes it 
all worth it. Featuring some pretty gigantic guitars, “Technicolor” feels like a 
great lost 80s pop single with an ultra-catchy chorus hook. Apparently their 
third album is in the works and should see release this year! 

BRIGHT LIGHTS BIG SYNTHY: PARALLELS ADD 

:TECHNICOLOR: GUITARS TO THEIR DANCE:POP COCKTAIL

We’ve been under the synth-pop spell of Parallels’ Holly Dodson for a few years now, as tracks like “Find The 
Fire” and “Ultralight” shined like strobes across The Pill’s since-departed dance floor. But here on new track 
“Technicolor,” the first taste of a new record due later this year, the Toronto trio has made a slight jump from the 
disco to the rock club. The song retains all the sleek synth-pop charm that inspired the NME to dub Dodson “a 
young Madonna,” but the added guitars give Parallels an even larger sound.

If in the past Dodson was coyly asking you to dance, here she’s leaving you no fucking choice. Thursday night 
the Middle East in Cambridge becomes Dodson’s playground as Parallels join a fantastic beat-minded bill with 
Bearstronaut, Condor, and Color Channel. It’s the jump-off for Parallels’ 14-date “Technicolor” tour, so let’s send 
them out in style.
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EN POINTE
Call it the Black Swan effect; 

ballet has more cachet than ever. 
�is summer, toronto’s 

design exchange offers a 
rare backstage glimpse at the 

National Ballet of Canada with 
its exhibition 60 Years of 

Designing the Ballet (July 11 to 
Sept. 2, dx.org). Featuring 
hundreds of items from the 
Ballet’s archives, including 

costumes, sketches and sets, it 
coincides with �e Tutu Project, 
a display of 60 tutus created by 
designers such as Giles Deacon 

and David Dixon. —C.A.

PAGE
SCENT

If you’ve ever 
buried your 
nose in the 

stacks at a second-
hand bookstore and 
breathed in the gentle 
aromas of woody 
paper pulp and 
faintly chemical ink, 
you’ll appreciate 
Paper Passion. The 
perfume smells of 
books and is 
presented in a 
hidden chamber 
within a book. It was  
a collaboration 
between three 
Germans: publisher 
Gerhard Steidl, 
perfumer Geza 
Schoen and designer 
Karl Lagerfeld, who 
crafted the packaging 
and came up with 
the name. The scent 
itself is described as 
“heavy, elegant and 
calm”—nothing that 
could be evoked by a 
Kindle. “I’ve nothing 
against eBooks,”  
says Steidl. “But 
books are physically 
attractive. I think that 
to be able to wear 
the smell of a book is 
something very chic.” 

BLONDE FICTION
Emily Schultz's latest novel, the blondes, is part 

hysterical dystopia, part coming-of-age story, and devastatingly 
moving throughout. Her heroine, Hazel Hayes, is a bumbling 
grad student reeling from the a�ermath of an affair with her 
thesis supervisor, and though she's not always lovable, she seems 
so real that you'll be sure you know her from somewhere. Schultz's 
warped world—which paints all platinum-haired characters as 
violent and ferocious power-wielders—is so finely realized that you 
might just rethink summer highlights forever. —Emily M. Keeler

parallel lives
ust in time for those restless summer nights, 
Toronto electro-pop trio parallels have 
released their sophomore album, XII. 
Standout moments include the first single, 
“Time Will Crawl”—a cut evocative of 
Giorgio Moroder’s synth-pop—and a cover 
of Gowan's “Moonlight Desires.” 

“I wanted to brighten up the 
sound compared to our first 
album,” says frontwoman 
Holly Dodson, whose 
onstage looks are as varied 
as her musical influences. 

“If I'm feeling like a wild 
child, my inspiration is 
Stevie Nicks and I'll 
wear my cape. If I 
mean business, I'll 
wear my Annie 
Lennox blazer.”
         —Caitlin Agnew
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